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Abstract-This paper proposes the use of the virtual 
organization framework in managing collaboration 
in a mixed team of software agents and humans 
aided by such agents. The paper argues that this 
framework facilitates an integrated management 
approach and sets the scene for experimental work 
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
This paper deals with managing collaboration in 
a team. In particular, we are interested in teams 
engaged in military missions, and teams in which 
members may come from different parts of an 
international coalition. In such situations, 
effective coordination can be problematic, with 
units unable to communicate easily, and 
handicapped by having been trained to operate 
under rather different doctrines. It is our 
contention that, with careful design, software 
agents can support effective collaboration in 
teams, and can overcome some of the problems 
with coalition forces. This paper reports on work 
towards such a design. In short, we are proposing 
that elements of the coordination are handled by 
software agents, agents which exchange and 
filter information for the units in the coalition 
force. The teams we are interested in are thus 
composed both of the human members of the 
units, software agents that support them, and 
possibly additional software team members 
(controlling, for example, autonomous vehicles). 
We use the term hybrid-agent to designate such 
teams.  
 
We assume that a mission begins with the 
mission commander issuing the commander’s 
intent, which we will further assume is broadly 
in line with the definition of this term provided 
by the U. S. Army: “…a clear, concise statement 
of what the force must do and the conditions the 
force must meet to succeed with respect to the 
enemy, terrain, and desired end state” [7,8]. In 

our terms, the commander’s intent is a high level 
statement of the goals of the mission, perhaps 
with some conditional aspects (which modify the 
goals if certain conditions apply). The high level 
problem of how to achieve the commander’s 
intent then needs to be decomposed into lower 
level goals that capture the individual steps that 
must be taken to achieve the commander’s 
intent. In a coalition context, the decomposition 
will then be followed by the assembly of units 
capable of achieving the goals identified by the 
decomposition, typically involving some form of 
coordinated allocation of resources, and these 
resources then have to be managed in a 
coordinated fashion through the execution of the 
mission.  
 
This paper outlines an integrated approach to 
supporting this process. The approach derives 
from  Mowshowitz’s [16,17,18] switching model 
of virtual organization. A mission is interpreted 
as a goal-oriented task that is managed by 
dynamically assigning satisfiers to the 
requirements of the task. Within this scheme the 
problem of determining the commander’s intent 
in a mission is equivalent to delineating the 
requirements of the given task, based on overall 
goals, that is by resolving complex or ambiguous 
goals into independent and consistent subgoals 
that specify what needs to be done.  The 
resources available for realizing these subgoals 
(or requirements) are the satisfiers of the 
switching model.  
 
A key function in hybrid-agent teams is 
determining the set of satisfiers at a given point 
in time, and establishing the way that they can be 
coordinated. This determination depends in part 
on the results of negotiations between agents and 
humans, and in part on the way that the forces 
will be coordinated through the execution of the 
operation. Thus, each of the principal elements 



of collaboration — problem decomposition, 
negotiation strategies, and coordination 
mechanisms — in hybrid-agent teams finds a 
natural place in the switching model of virtual 
organization.   
 

II. REPRESENTATIONAL FRAMEWORK 
 
Central to the switching model is the notion of a 
virtually organized task. Any goal-oriented 
activity can be expressed and managed as a 
virtually organized task. Such a task consists of a 
set of abstract requirements, a set of concrete 
satisfiers, a specification of the satisficing 
criteria to be achieved by assigning satisfiers to 
requirements, and a procedure for making the 
assignment. The strict separation of requirements 
from satisfiers allows resource allocation to be a 
dynamic process in which assignment of 
satisfiers to requirements may change over time 
as task objectives change. Managing such a 
dynamic process calls for dedicated, independent 
activities performed over time that aim to specify 
requirements and satisfiers, to examine the 
satisficing criteria in light of changing 
conditions, and to adjust the assignment 
algorithm or heuristic to insure compliance with 
the altered criteria. 
 
The option of switching from one satisfier to 
another to meet a requirement allows for 
leveraging scarce resources and responding 
effectively to changing conditions. In military 
applications timely, effective and secure task 
performance may be critical success criteria. The 
satisificing criteria might specify choosing an 
available resource subject to constraints such as 
record of past performance, reliability, and so on. 
 
Both requirements and satisfiers can be specified 
by sets of attributes, each of which may be 
represented by a variable with a given range of 
values. The set of attributes for a coalition 
operation might include ‘quality’ and 
‘reliability’. The ‘quality’ attribute could be 
represented by a real variable taking values in 
the interval [0,1]; ‘reliability’ could be measured 
by a finite, discrete variable with, say, the ten 
values 1 to 10, where 1 signifies least reliable 
and 10 most reliable. The attribute values may 
signify the degree to which given aspects of a 
requirement must be met by a satisfier, or 
possibly the strength of properties that contribute 
to the requirement’s importance or persistence. If 
requirement R has a reliability value of 8, then 
only a satisfier rated 8 or higher could be 

assigned to R. Note that attribute sets for 
requirements and satisfiers will have a non-
empty intersection but will not generally be 
identical.  
 
Typical attributes of requirements are: 
Importance: the importance of the given 
requirement among the list of requirements 
defining the virtually organized task – note that 
the importance of a requirement does not relate 
to any specific satisfier, but to the criteria for 
switching; 
Persistence: the stability of the requirement or 
the likelihood that it will continue unchanged for 
a given period of time; 
Volume: the quantity of the resource that needs 
to be processed in fulfilling the requirement; 
Tolerance level: the specificity of the input to be 
processed in fulfilling the given requirement – 
the higher the specificity, the greater the 
difficulty in finding substitutes; 
Overall importance: the relative significance of 
the virtually organized task of which the given 
requirement is a part. If the overall importance of 
a given requirement is low, the threshold for 
switching may be raised because there are 
always unpredictable consequences, and the risks 
posed might inhibit switching even if a small 
advantage could be gained. 
 
Establishing the requirements is the first step of 
setting up a virtual organization. Once we have 
the requirements, the agents need to agree upon 
the specific capabilities to be assigned to the 
plan. In other words we need to identify 
satisfiers for these requirements.  
 
Once the requirements and satisfiers have been 
specified, it is possible to formulate the resource 
allocation problem as time varying assignments 
of satisfiers to requirements. Since satisfiers 
(e.g., the particular aircraft available for sorties) 
and requirements (e.g., the numbers of 
reconnaissance sorties) may change over time, 
the allocation problem requires a dynamic 
solution. The switching model can be used to 
formulate a variety of dynamic solutions 
[2,24,26,27]. Figure 1 shows the overall structure 
of the switching model approach. 
 
To build an algorithmic or heuristic allocation 
procedure, criteria for assigning satisfiers to 
requirements must be spelled out. In the case of 
coalition operations, the criteria might reflect 
such desiderata as accuracy, security, and 
possibly cost. If accuracy were of paramount  



concern, requirements would be assigned 
satisfiers that maximize accuracy in targeting, 
subject to the constraints on requirement 
satisfaction.  
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Figure 1. Switching model approach 

 
Just as requirements and satisfiers are subject to 
change in the switching model, so are the 
assignment criteria. This feature of the model 
recognizes explicitly the need to modify the 
framework for resource allocation based on 
changing conditions in the field or alterations in 
strategy. 
 

III. PROBLEM DECOMPOSITION 
  
As explained above (Section I), when planning 
an operation, the commander in charge will issue 
commander’s intent. This intent and planning 
guidance statements are meant to provide focus 
and scope to the subsequent planning and 
mission execution phases of the operation, while 
allowing the sub-commanders the flexibility to 
achieve the goals in any way they see fit.  This 
provides robustness in the operation by allowing 
for delegation of decision-making authority to 
the lower portions of the command hierarchy, 
thus removing potential communications/ 
command choke-points and single points of 
failure endemic to centralized planning and 
control. 
 
This approach is effective, and is embraced in 
the network centric visions of both the U. S. 
Army and the U.K. Ministry of Defence.  
However, it suffers from two weaknesses.  First, 
as reported by Shattuck & Woods [29], sub-

commanders correctly interpret commander’s 
intent statements only about 30% of the time, 
leaving considerable room for error.  Secondly, 
in the context of mixed human/software agent 
teams, the commander’s intent statements 
include information types that are not commonly 
represented in artificial intelligence planning or 
executions system.  
 
Along with information about the mission 
objectives, a commander’s intent statement may 
include information about potential and 
acceptable risks, applicable rules of engagement, 
times and locations of coordination and areas for 
contingency planning. Traditional artificial 
intelligence planning systems [13,15] do not deal 
with this form of information.  They are strictly 
concerned with the satisfaction of planning 
problems, and do not take into consideration 
anything outside of the domain language, e.g., 
the goal language and the operators are all 
defined in terms of ground literals that describe 
the domain, and nothing that describes the 
properties of the produced plan.  Hierarchical 
Task Network planners [19,35] allow for a more 
elaborate representation language, which can 
include elements not in the ground instance 
language. These systems explicitly represent the 
decomposition of problems into collection of 
sub-problems that can be concerned with 
concepts other than those that may be 
represented in the ground literals.  To rephrase 
this in terms of the switching, the representation 
language of HTN planners provides a way to 
capture the requirements. 
 
Distributed agent systems are similar in 
representational power to HTN planners, but 
they typically do not represent explicitly the 
decomposition of problems in a single data 
structure such as a task network.  However, this 
structure is implicitly represented in an agent’s 
ability to generate requirements and provide 
satsifiers. Work in Design-To-Criteria 
scheduling [34] show methods of utilizing meta-
information about the properties of plans or 
actions while developing those plans.  
Furthermore, agents utilizing argumentation 
based negotiation (discussed below) will have 
justifications for their requirements, allowing for 
greater creativity in finding resolution for 
problems such as the fact that Agent A can 
provide a aircraft for a surveillance operation, 
but cannot provide the communication media to 
affect coordination. 
 



IV. NEGOTIATION 
  
Following the decomposition of the 
commander’s intent into a series of  sub-goals, it 
is necessary to form a team to carry out the 
mission. The team will be formed from the 
various coalition units that are available, each of 
which, in the terminology of the switching 
model, is a satisfier that might be used, alone or 
in combination, to achieve a specific goal. Part 
of the formation of a team is picking a suitable 
set of units, but this is not all that is required.  
 
Typically, the same pool of units will be required 
to carry out a number of missions 
simultaneously, and so there will be contention 
between missions for resources. We propose that 
this conflict be handled by negotiation between 
software agents representing the coalition units. 
These agents can increase effectiveness by 
automating otherwise complex and time-
consuming negotiations — rather than take part 
in the back and forth necessary to reach 
agreement on, for example, which units will be 
supplied by which partners in a multi-national 
coalition. The mission commander can specify 
his preferences and delegate the negotiation to a 
software agent that will negotiate with agents 
representing the various multinational forces, 
and the result will be an allocation of resources 
that comes as close as possible to satisfying the 
requirements of each party. This process of 
negotiation will provide the means by which a 
specific set of satisfiers is selected, from the set 
that  represents all the possible units that might 
be employed, for a specific operation. 
 
Techniques for negotiation between software 
agents [9] proposed in the literature range from 
simpler approcahes, such as auctions, through 
bilateral negotiations to more complex 
approaches, such as argumentation. In complex 
and uncertain environments, the need for the 
agents to interact efficiently, effectively and 
flexibly becomes paramount. Under such 
conditions, techniques from the more complex 
end of the spectrum have advantages.  For 
example, while auctions are often efficient, they 
are typically inflexible and poorly suited to 
domains in which participants have incomplete 
knowledge [21].  
 
Approaches in which more than just price of 
information is exchanged, such as that proposed 
in [5] provide greater flexibility, but the most 
powerful approaches are argumentation-based 

negotiation (ABN) techniques [28]. In more 
detail [20,23,31], ABN allows agents to 
exchange information in addition to offers, 
including information such as justifications, 
critiques, and other forms of persuasive locutions 
within their interactions. These, in turn, allow 
agents to gain a wider understanding of the 
internal and social influences affecting their 
counterparts, thereby making it easier to resolve 
certain conflicts that arise due to incomplete 
knowledge [25]. At the same time, such 
negotiation models provide a means for the 
agents to achieve mutually acceptable 
agreements to their conflicts of interest. Kraus et 
al. [12], for example, have developed a model of 
ABN whereby agents may use promises of future 
reward, threats and various forms of appeals 
during a negotiation encounter.  
 
More recently, research has focused on the use of 
formal dialogue games for tasks such as 
purchase negotiations [14] and multi-agent task 
planning and information exchange [10,22]. 
Furthermore, there is increased interest in the use 
of explicit models of the organizational context 
to inform negotiation [11]; in this way, agents 
may use references to command and authority 
relationships during negotiation to facilitate the 
generation of robust agreements and to inform 
the coordination mechanisms that will be 
employed during the operation of a virtual 
organization. 
 
We see the function of negotiation mechanisms 
as being to devise, formalize and evaluate novel 
models of interaction between agents that 
provide the necessary flexibility and 
expressiveness, but that are also efficient, robust 
and effective for the support of team formation 
and adaptation. These mechanisms will fit into 
the context of the virtual organization switching 
model by providing the means by which agents 
can offer, justify and critique services that may 
be used as satisfiers for virtual organization 
requirements. Furthermore, as circumstances 
change, the coordination between agents within 
the virtual organization may lead to further 
negotiation focused on the adaptation to such 
changes. Our vision is for both the negotiation 
and coordination models to have a common 
underlying formalism so that a single coherent 
framework for team formation, adaptation and 
operation may underpin the solution.  
 

V. COORDINATION MECHANISMS 
 



Once the team has been assembled through some 
negotiated resource allocation, the mission can 
proceed. However, during mission execution 
there is a need to coordinate team activities, to 
ensure, for example, that if Unit A is required to 
support Unit B in the capture of objective C, then 
A attacks the objective at the same time as B 
even if this means delaying the previously agreed 
time of attack. 
 
In the scenario that we are imagining, in which 
units are supported  by software agents that ease 
the team collaboration, we can imagine this 
coordination being managed by the software 
agents using some of the many techniques that 
have been developed for managing collaboration 
and synchronization between such agents. In this 
section we sketch a classification of interaction 
mechanisms, and describe how they fit into the 
approach we are describing. The main classes of 
interaction mechanism are the following. 
 
Tacit agreements are the minimal form of 
interaction mechanism; because there is no 
explicit communication between agents, social 
norms dictate what agents do [30]. This minimal 
form of interaction mechanism does not 
necessarily lead to the simplest form of 
coordination.  For example, consider the way 
that pedestrians on a busy street coordinate 
themselves into “lanes'' in a way that is robust 
enough to cope with flows that cross each other 
and deal with people traveling at different speeds 
[1]. Clearly such techniques could be adapted to 
coordinate the physical motion of team 
members. 
 
Environmental cues are mechanisms in which 
one agent will signal to another by modifying the 
environment in some way, for example one agent 
may lay a trail that another can then follow [3].  
In this case, a message is usually very simple.  
The content of a message can be binary, for 
example indicating the recent presence or 
absence of one of the agents at a certain location.  
The content of a message can also be some scalar 
value.  For example, one agent might signal to 
others the distance of a resource from a given 
location through the value it leaves at that 
location.  As in the previous case, we can easily 
imagine how such techniques might be used to 
synchronize team movements. Note that 
communication for this kind of interaction is 
generally broadcast, in the sense that all other 
agents in the environment might detect it — it is 
hard to modify the environment in a way that can 

only ever be detected by a select handful of 
agents. 
 
Signal broadcasting is an extension of 
environmental modification in which the 
messages are actively sent from one agent to 
another rather than indirectly by “drawing on” 
the environment. Apart from this, the mechanism 
is much the same as in the previous case. An 
interesting difference is the temporal dimension. 
A typical broadcast mechanism (like wireless 
radio communication) propagates fast, so in most 
environments all agents within range will receive 
a broadcast at nearly the same time and so will 
make their decisions almost simultaneously.  In 
contrast, when using environmental cues, the 
message is only readable when an agent is within 
sensor-range and so some agents may not read 
the message until some time after it has been left. 
 
Auctions are market mechanisms — for selling 
and/or buying some commodity — in which 
messages that agents send are indications of how 
much they are willing to pay (or accept in the 
case of a seller) and priority is given to high-
price offers to buy and low-priced offers to sell 
[6]. Messages (bids) consist of a number 
indicating an agent's desired trading price and 
possible an indication of what good is required 
(for multi-commodity auctions) and how many 
units are requested (for multi-unit auctions).  For 
agent interaction, the mechanisms are adopted 
with some scalar playing the role of money 
(currency), and the result typically determines 
not the allocation of commodities but what the 
bidding agents will do (“role allocation'” and/or 
“task allocation”) or what resources they are 
allocating. 
 
Negotiation of the kind described above is 
utilized when agents need a richer interaction 
mechanism than is provided by an auction. For 
more complex reorganization of resources, for 
example, and, in the most sensitive cases, we 
may need to make use of argumentation again as 
described above. 
 

VI. EXAMPLE 
 
A vignette taken from a military scenario will 
serve to show how the switching model can be 
used as a framework for representing dynamic 
resource allocation as well as the tasks of 
problem decomposition and negotiation. For 
purposes of this paper we use Vignette 01 of the 
well-established Binni scenario [32], but we 



could equally well use the Holistan scenario 
currently under development [33]. This Vignette 
describes a mission that calls for the 
establishment of a Total Exclusion Zone (TEZ) 
in three days time. The mission Commander 
intends to carry out the order by creating “a 
corridor between the [warring] Gao and Agadez 
forces by using a ‘firestorm’ between the 
opposing forces.”  
 
The Commander’s intent has three parts: 
a) “An air reconnaissance of the area of conflict 
to determine the situation of the opposing forces 
and the likely course of the conflict as the 
Agadez element retreats.” 
b) “A campaign plan for tactical bombing using 
a new class of incendiary weapon (ADM-162c). 
This plan needs to take account of terrain and 
meteorological factors in order to clear a corridor 
at least 5km wide and 100 km long in order to 
effectively separate the opposing forces for long 
enough to initiate cessation of hostility 
discussions.” 
c) “The actual campaign will take place on day 
three of the Vignette and must be completed 
within 24 hours. It is to comprise a sustained 12 
hour bombing campaign followed by 12 hours 
for the resulting firestorm to produce an effective 
‘zone of separation’, which can be policed by 
continuous air surveillance using helicopters and 
strike aircraft.” 
 
Additional information provided in the Vignette 
enlarges on the components of the plan and 
introduces constraints on execution. The 
resources available for the mission are given in 
Annex A of the scenario description. 
 
The mission can be modeled as one or more 
virtually organized tasks. For simplicity, suppose 
it makes sense to define just one such task. As a 
first approximation to the requirements, one can 
make use of the three components of the 
Commander’s plan. However, these may need to 
be broken down further to be properly matched 
with any of the potential satisfiers. This is the job 
of “problem decomposition”. For example, the 
reconnaissance effort might be differentiated into 
high level and low level sorties. Specifying 
requirements of appropriate granularity makes it 
possible to consider assigning a specific satisfier 
(aircraft type in this case). 
 
The satisfiers of the mission can be derived from 
the available resources given in the table. Some 
of the resources may in fact be considered 

satisfiers, that is possible means for meeting the 
requirements of the mission. The status of other 
resources may have to be determined through a 
negotiation process. For example, Annex A lists 
4 P3 Orion aircraft as reconnaissance resources. 
Negotiation between agents representing these 
resources would have to be carried out to 
determine their availability and condition for use 
in possible reconnaissance operations.  
 
Once the resources are assembled, they need to 
be coordinated during the execution of the 
mission. In the case of this vignette, we could 
imagine employing some form of market 
mechanism to assign individual aircraft to 
specific flight-paths during the mission. For 
example, agents representing aircraft could “bid” 
for different flight-paths based on the specific 
resources that they have available. Thus, an 
initial allocation might give a shorter route to a 
plane with crew who have logged more hours 
recently (“bids” take the form of recent fight 
hours, and the auction awards the longer path to 
lower bids). However, this allocation could be 
reconsidered dynamically, so that if one aircraft 
becomes damaged, there is a new auction to 
reallocate routes in which effective range 
(modified by the damage sustained) becomes the 
new, more relevant, quantity that is bid. 
 
VII. CONCLUSION: MANAGEMENT STRUCTURES 

FOR HYBRID-AGENT TEAMS 
 
This paper has argued for the use of a specific set 
of techniques for managing the use of hybrid-
agent teams that support the operation of 
coalition forces. At a high level, we have 
described this set of techniques — the switching 
model, problem decomposition, negotiation, and 
coordination techniques — and sketched how 
they can be used in concert to provide this 
management. The great advantage of our 
approach is its flexibility. The switching model 
explicitly provides for switching dynamically 
between satisfiers, and the negotiation and 
coordination mechanisms, similarly, can respond 
to changing circumstances. 
 
At the time of writing, we are refining the high-
level description provided here, and working 
towards an implementation of the different parts 
of the model. For problem decomposition, we 
are combining and extending work from DTC 
scheduling and Honeywell’s Policy [4], for 
negotiation we are using an approach to 
argumentation-based negotiation, and for 



coordination we are using a market-based 
approach.  
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